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18V 180MM VARIABLE SPEED POLISHER BARE (TOOL ONLY)

M18FAP180-0 BY MILWAUKEE

The M18 FUEL ® 180mm Variable Speed Polisher is the

world's first cordless full-size rotary polisher.By harnessing

the power, performance and run-time of M18 FUEL ®

technology, this tool delivers corded performance that allows

users to power through the most demanding applications. At

more than 450g lighter than corded, and the ability to deliver

total control through a variable speed dial and trigger, the

new M18 FUEL ® Polisher frees users from the extra work,

distractions, paint damage, and inconvenience caused by

cords. Paired with M18™ 5.0Ah REDLITHIUM ®-ION batteries,

the M18 FUEL ® Polisher can complete a full size car on one

charge when working on moderate to good paint.The M18

FUEL ® Polisher is equipped with a rubber over mold front

housing to protect the paint from scratches in use as well as

a removable dust cover to protect the motor and electronics

from wool fibers and residue. The new tool is designed to

distribute more of its weight over the pad, providing natural

pressure on the surface area and more.

Features:

The Milwaukee ® REDLITHIUM ®-ION Battery Pack is the

most durable pack on the market delivering more run-time,

power and longer battery life.

Variable speed dial and trigger.

Lock-on function provides more comfortable use when

polishing for longer periods.

Removable dust screen to prevent debris ingress, prolonging

motor life.

Rubber overmold gear case for increased comfort.

Includes:

(1) M18 FUEL ® 180mm Variable Speed Polisher (Tool only)

[M18FAP180-0]

(1) Backing Pad

SKU Option Part # Price

8721150 M18FAP180-0 $499

Model

Type Polisher

SKU 8721150

Part Number M18FAP180-0

Barcode 4892210143631

Brand Milwaukee

Technical - Main

Capacity 180mm

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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(1) Bail Handle

(1) Screen Cover

(1) Side Handle

(Not included) Battery and charger
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